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ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP ASPIRATION GROUP 
Malti is a sensitive girl. She Malti is a sensitive girl. She Malti is a sensitive girl. She Malti is a sensitive girl. She regards Dregards Dregards Dregards Didi idi idi idi as as as as 
her elder sister.her elder sister.her elder sister.her elder sister.    

If you discussIf you discussIf you discussIf you discuss    something with her, she will something with her, she will something with her, she will something with her, she will 
remember and apply it in future. remember and apply it in future. remember and apply it in future. remember and apply it in future.     

Once she Once she Once she Once she queried queried queried queried didididididididi    why you don't why you don't why you don't why you don't wear wear wear wear 
new clothes. When asked if these particular new clothes. When asked if these particular new clothes. When asked if these particular new clothes. When asked if these particular 
clothes werclothes werclothes werclothes were dirty, old, torn or worn out,e dirty, old, torn or worn out,e dirty, old, torn or worn out,e dirty, old, torn or worn out,    
she agreed they were not. she agreed they were not. she agreed they were not. she agreed they were not. She was told She was told She was told She was told 
instead of buying new clothes didi's parents instead of buying new clothes didi's parents instead of buying new clothes didi's parents instead of buying new clothes didi's parents 
can buy something they need. can buy something they need. can buy something they need. can buy something they need.     

Malti Malti Malti Malti remembers this conversation.. Eremembers this conversation.. Eremembers this conversation.. Eremembers this conversation.. Even if ven if ven if ven if 
her clothes her clothes her clothes her clothes are faded or she has are faded or she has are faded or she has are faded or she has outgrown outgrown outgrown outgrown 
them, she doesn't throw them. She doesn't them, she doesn't throw them. She doesn't them, she doesn't throw them. She doesn't them, she doesn't throw them. She doesn't 
take new clothes, unless she really needs take new clothes, unless she really needs take new clothes, unless she really needs take new clothes, unless she really needs 
them.them.them.them.    

MATH MATH MATH MATH ----    she wants that the teacher she wants that the teacher she wants that the teacher she wants that the teacher 
should always stay beside her as she should always stay beside her as she should always stay beside her as she should always stay beside her as she 
cannot concentrate by herself for long. cannot concentrate by herself for long. cannot concentrate by herself for long. cannot concentrate by herself for long.     

Most of the time she would know the Most of the time she would know the Most of the time she would know the Most of the time she would know the 
answer, but answer, but answer, but answer, but won't won't won't won't writewritewritewrite. . . .  
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MATH MATH MATH MATH ----    Sometimes she even writes Sometimes she even writes Sometimes she even writes Sometimes she even writes 
wrong answer... when asked, she will wrong answer... when asked, she will wrong answer... when asked, she will wrong answer... when asked, she will 
laugh and correct it.laugh and correct it.laugh and correct it.laugh and correct it.    

She is doing multiplication and division She is doing multiplication and division She is doing multiplication and division She is doing multiplication and division 
these days.these days.these days.these days.    Currently she is doing Currently she is doing Currently she is doing Currently she is doing 
Book 4. Book 4. Book 4. Book 4. She asks whatever sShe asks whatever sShe asks whatever sShe asks whatever she cannot he cannot he cannot he cannot 
understand.understand.understand.understand. 

English Language English Language English Language English Language ----    MaltiMaltiMaltiMalti    is her own is her own is her own is her own 
teacher.teacher.teacher.teacher.    She has always been very moody She has always been very moody She has always been very moody She has always been very moody 
in class. in class. in class. in class.     

In the last 3In the last 3In the last 3In the last 3----4 months she has been 4 months she has been 4 months she has been 4 months she has been 
very cooperavery cooperavery cooperavery cooperative and participates in class.tive and participates in class.tive and participates in class.tive and participates in class.    

Her spelHer spelHer spelHer spellings are the best among her lings are the best among her lings are the best among her lings are the best among her 
group, she makes errors only with new group, she makes errors only with new group, she makes errors only with new group, she makes errors only with new 
words and she retains new spelwords and she retains new spelwords and she retains new spelwords and she retains new spellings well.lings well.lings well.lings well.    

Her writing too is very good and she is Her writing too is very good and she is Her writing too is very good and she is Her writing too is very good and she is 
creative when she allows herself. creative when she allows herself. creative when she allows herself. creative when she allows herself.     

She has to work on errors she makes in She has to work on errors she makes in She has to work on errors she makes in She has to work on errors she makes in 
constructing direct and indirect constructing direct and indirect constructing direct and indirect constructing direct and indirect speech, speech, speech, speech, 
this will allow her writing to improve this will allow her writing to improve this will allow her writing to improve this will allow her writing to improve 
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ODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGEODIA LANGUAGE    ----    Malti Malti Malti Malti 
continuously wants praise from continuously wants praise from continuously wants praise from continuously wants praise from 
the teacher for the teacher for the teacher for the teacher for all activities she all activities she all activities she all activities she 
does. Most odoes. Most odoes. Most odoes. Most of the classes she f the classes she f the classes she f the classes she 
looks sleepy.looks sleepy.looks sleepy.looks sleepy.    

    
She uses her left hand to write She uses her left hand to write She uses her left hand to write She uses her left hand to write 
as clearly as possible. as clearly as possible. as clearly as possible. as clearly as possible.     

    
Her concentration is average. Her concentration is average. Her concentration is average. Her concentration is average.     

    
She is keen on listening to stories She is keen on listening to stories She is keen on listening to stories She is keen on listening to stories 
and writing.and writing.and writing.and writing.    

HINDI LANGUAGEHINDI LANGUAGEHINDI LANGUAGEHINDI LANGUAGE    ----    Malti has picked up well in reading. She is fond of reading Malti has picked up well in reading. She is fond of reading Malti has picked up well in reading. She is fond of reading Malti has picked up well in reading. She is fond of reading 
picture stories of friends. picture stories of friends. picture stories of friends. picture stories of friends.     

While taking dictation she has learnt to listen to carefully and she doesn't make While taking dictation she has learnt to listen to carefully and she doesn't make While taking dictation she has learnt to listen to carefully and she doesn't make While taking dictation she has learnt to listen to carefully and she doesn't make 
mistakes. She thinks clearly, expresses herself, speaking and writing well.mistakes. She thinks clearly, expresses herself, speaking and writing well.mistakes. She thinks clearly, expresses herself, speaking and writing well.mistakes. She thinks clearly, expresses herself, speaking and writing well.    

She is quShe is quShe is quShe is quick to understand Grammar concepts explained. Malti is doing well ick to understand Grammar concepts explained. Malti is doing well ick to understand Grammar concepts explained. Malti is doing well ick to understand Grammar concepts explained. Malti is doing well in in in in Hindi.Hindi.Hindi.Hindi.    

PROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTS    ----    Extremely bright and Extremely bright and Extremely bright and Extremely bright and 
responsive, responsive, responsive, responsive,     

Malti is a gMalti is a gMalti is a gMalti is a good reader and a quick learner.ood reader and a quick learner.ood reader and a quick learner.ood reader and a quick learner.    

She requires firmness otherwise lazes around She requires firmness otherwise lazes around She requires firmness otherwise lazes around She requires firmness otherwise lazes around 
mildly complaining. mildly complaining. mildly complaining. mildly complaining.     
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(1) OWN CHOICE PROJECT (1) OWN CHOICE PROJECT (1) OWN CHOICE PROJECT (1) OWN CHOICE PROJECT ----    she she she she 
chose to do a project on fish. She made chose to do a project on fish. She made chose to do a project on fish. She made chose to do a project on fish. She made 
pictures of many colorful fish, wrote pictures of many colorful fish, wrote pictures of many colorful fish, wrote pictures of many colorful fish, wrote 
their names, where they live, how big their names, where they live, how big their names, where they live, how big their names, where they live, how big 
they grow, etc. She learnt about the they grow, etc. She learnt about the they grow, etc. She learnt about the they grow, etc. She learnt about the 
different types of fish, how fish bone is different types of fish, how fish bone is different types of fish, how fish bone is different types of fish, how fish bone is 
used for decused for decused for decused for decoration etc.oration etc.oration etc.oration etc.    
(2) ME AND MY SELF (2) ME AND MY SELF (2) ME AND MY SELF (2) ME AND MY SELF ----    Malti Malti Malti Malti 
said, “I feel I am a panda bear who said, “I feel I am a panda bear who said, “I feel I am a panda bear who said, “I feel I am a panda bear who 
eats bamboo. I stay with human eats bamboo. I stay with human eats bamboo. I stay with human eats bamboo. I stay with human 
beings, I do not hurt them and they do beings, I do not hurt them and they do beings, I do not hurt them and they do beings, I do not hurt them and they do 
not hurt me. I feel sad when someone not hurt me. I feel sad when someone not hurt me. I feel sad when someone not hurt me. I feel sad when someone 
says you have no parents. I get angry says you have no parents. I get angry says you have no parents. I get angry says you have no parents. I get angry 
and cry when the teachers scold me.and cry when the teachers scold me.and cry when the teachers scold me.and cry when the teachers scold me.    I I I I 
stay happy with my brother and sister.stay happy with my brother and sister.stay happy with my brother and sister.stay happy with my brother and sister.    

    
(3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY (3) FAMILY ----    she liked doing this she liked doing this she liked doing this she liked doing this 
project as she got a chance to make project as she got a chance to make project as she got a chance to make project as she got a chance to make 
dolls denoting her family members, dolls denoting her family members, dolls denoting her family members, dolls denoting her family members, she she she she 
dredredredrew pictures against the family tree w pictures against the family tree w pictures against the family tree w pictures against the family tree 
and write their name and and write their name and and write their name and and write their name and relationship.relationship.relationship.relationship. 
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GAMES GAMES GAMES GAMES ----    she likes playing fushe likes playing fushe likes playing fushe likes playing fun n n n 
games most. She doesn't like playing games most. She doesn't like playing games most. She doesn't like playing games most. She doesn't like playing 
in teams with boys. If she doesn't in teams with boys. If she doesn't in teams with boys. If she doesn't in teams with boys. If she doesn't 
score well and the boys scold her. She score well and the boys scold her. She score well and the boys scold her. She score well and the boys scold her. She 
likes to play under the tree or with likes to play under the tree or with likes to play under the tree or with likes to play under the tree or with 
plants, stones, leaves. She also likes to plants, stones, leaves. She also likes to plants, stones, leaves. She also likes to plants, stones, leaves. She also likes to 
do puzzles and math games as she is do puzzles and math games as she is do puzzles and math games as she is do puzzles and math games as she is 
not required to run, kick annot required to run, kick annot required to run, kick annot required to run, kick and catch at d catch at d catch at d catch at 
this time.this time.this time.this time. 

(4) PLANTS (4) PLANTS (4) PLANTS (4) PLANTS ----    What Malti liked most What Malti liked most What Malti liked most What Malti liked most 
in this project was that plants also have in this project was that plants also have in this project was that plants also have in this project was that plants also have 
family and friends. They have feelings family and friends. They have feelings family and friends. They have feelings family and friends. They have feelings 
like us but they don't cry or shout. One like us but they don't cry or shout. One like us but they don't cry or shout. One like us but they don't cry or shout. One 
of her questions was of her questions was of her questions was of her questions was ----    what will happen if what will happen if what will happen if what will happen if 
we become we become we become we become like trees.like trees.like trees.like trees.    

(5) BUYING and SELLING AT A (5) BUYING and SELLING AT A (5) BUYING and SELLING AT A (5) BUYING and SELLING AT A 
MARKET PLACE MARKET PLACE MARKET PLACE MARKET PLACE ----    Malti bought Malti bought Malti bought Malti bought 
whatever she wanted to eat. Other than whatever she wanted to eat. Other than whatever she wanted to eat. Other than whatever she wanted to eat. Other than 
food items she could not think what all food items she could not think what all food items she could not think what all food items she could not think what all 
she should buy, so she took advise of she should buy, so she took advise of she should buy, so she took advise of she should buy, so she took advise of 
teachers. teachers. teachers. teachers.     

For selling she had a student's corner in For selling she had a student's corner in For selling she had a student's corner in For selling she had a student's corner in 
which she kept allwhich she kept allwhich she kept allwhich she kept all    items children like or items children like or items children like or items children like or 
would need. would need. would need. would need.     

She priced them less so that everyone She priced them less so that everyone She priced them less so that everyone She priced them less so that everyone 
could buy.could buy.could buy.could buy.    

 


